Video action detectors are usually trained using video datasets with fully supervised temporal annotations. Building such video datasets is a heavily expensive task. To alleviate this problem, recent algorithms leverage weak labelling where videos are untrimmed and only a video-level label is available. In this paper, we propose RefineLoc, a new method for weakly-supervised temporal action localization. RefineLoc uses an iterative refinement approach by estimating and training on snippet-level pseudo ground truth at every iteration. We show the benefit of using such an iterative approach and present an extensive analysis of different pseudo ground truth generators. We show the effectiveness of our model on two standard action datasets, ActivityNet v1.2 and THUMOS14. RefineLoc equipped with a segment prediction-based pseudo ground truth generator improves the state-of-the-art in weakly-supervised temporal localization on the challenging and large-scale ActivityNet dataset by 4.2% and achieves comparable performance with state-of-the-art on THUMOS14.
Introduction
Weak supervision has emerged as a solution for training computer vision models using labels that are easy and cheap to acquire. This training strategy is particularly relevant for video tasks, where data collection and annotation costs are prohibitively expensive. In this paper, our goal is to localize actions in time when no information about the start and end times of these actions is available. Under this setting, it is a challenging quest for a model to discriminate between action and background segments. We address this problem through an iterative refinement process, where the predictions at each iteration can be used as pseudo ground truths to help supervise our model at the next one.
Only a few works have explored weakly-supervised temporal action localization. Most of them focus on learning a Class Activation Map by using soft-attention [48] , regularizing attention with an L1 loss [28] , or leveraging CoActivity and Multiple Instance Learning losses [32] . Al- C t,n = exp(C t,n ) P N n 0 =1 exp(C t,n 0 )
where C t,n represents the n th class activation value for the t th snippet. We also pass A through two softmax layers. The first softmax layer operates across the foregroundbackground dimension to produceĀ bf . The second softmax layer takesĀ bf and operates across the time dimension (across snippets) to produceĀ time as follows:
A bf t,n = exp(A t,n ) exp(A t,1 ) + exp(A t,2 )
A time t,n = exp(Ā bf t,n )
Finally, we combineC andĀ time to produce the video label probability vectorŷ as follows:
whereĀ time t,2 andC t are the foreground attention value and class activation vector of the t th snippet. Action Segment Prediction Module. This module postprocessesĀ time andC to produce a set of action segment predictions P. First, We remove background by filtering out any snippets for which the background attention value is greater than a threshold ↵ A . For each label n in the top-k classes in the predicted labelŷ, we filter out any snippet t for whichC t,n is lower than a threshold ↵ C . Then, we generate contiguous segments from the remaining snippets by grouping snippets that are separated by at most one filteredout (background) snippet. We assign to each predicted segment (t 1 , t 2 ) the label n and the score s, s = 1
Finally, we inflate segments by 2 snippets at both ends.
Iterative Refinement Model.
Let M 0 be the WSTAL model trained on the weak video label. We iteratively refine the model and the action predictions by introducing supervision on the backgroundforeground attention module using snippet-level pseudo ground truth labels. Let G M⌘ be the pseudo ground truth generation function that use information from M ⌘ (the trained WSTAL model after iteration ⌘) to map each snippet to a pseudo foreground-background label. At iteration ⌘ + 1, we train a new WSTAL model M ⌘+1 on the joint loss for the weak video label and the snippet-level pseudo ground truth labels from G M⌘ . Specifically, we compute the loss for a given video in the following way, loss = L (ŷ, y)
where L is the cross-entropy loss and is a hyper-parameter to balance the signal of the pseudo ground with that of the video label. Pseudo Ground Truth Generation. Intuitively, to get the maximum gain from the iterative refinement process, we want a pseudo ground truth generator that gives us the closest approximation of the true snippet-level foregroundbackground ground truth labels, i.e. it should minimizes the mislabeling rate. Here, we consider different pseudo ground truth generation strategies. We study the effect of each generator to the performance of WSTAL in [TODO: add link to section] . 324   325  326  327  328  329  330   331  332  333  334  335   336  337  338  339  340  341   342  343  344  345  346  347   348  349  350  351  352  353   354  355  356  357  358   359  360  361  362  363  364   365  366  367  368  369  370   371  372  373  374  375 sion to getC as follows:
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where L is the cross-entropy loss and is a hyper-p to balance the signal of the pseudo ground with th video label. Pseudo Ground Truth Generation. Intuitivel the maximum gain from the iterative refinement we want a pseudo ground truth generator that giv closest approximation of the true snippet-level for background ground truth labels, i.e. it should minim mislabeling rate. Here, we consider different pseud truth generation strategies. We study the effect of e erator to the performance of WSTAL in [TODO: ad section] . We summarize the pseudo ground truth generation strategy used by RefineLoc. Top: The input to our method is untrimmed video, where only a video-level label is available (Surfing); our goal is to correctly localize actions in time. Middle: RefineLoc follows an iterative approach that progressively generates pseudo ground truth (dark green boxes) using information from a weakly supervised model, and it aims to approximate the true foreground-background labels. Our key idea is to use the pseudo ground truth from iteration η − 1 to supervise the detection model at iteration η. Bottom: The pseudo ground truth after iteration η (dark green boxes) closely approximates actual ground truth (light green boxes).
ternatively, Shou et al. [38] focus on learning to generate temporal boundaries using priors such as those encouraged by the Outer Inner Contrastive loss. All previous methods provide elegant strategies to localizing actions in a weaklysupervised manner; however, they are all trained in a single shot and they disregard all temporal cues. As a result, their performance lags far behind that of fully-supervised methods that use temporal action annotations at training time. While training models for action localization in a weakly-supervised fashion is a relatively underexplored research area, weak supervision has been well-studied in other computer vision problems, such as object detection [3, 30, 36, 43] . In the object detection scenario, it has been shown that refining a detection network using pseudo ground truth considerably reduces the gap between fully and weakly supervised object detection performance [45, 54] . Such pseudo ground truth refers to a set of sampled object predictions from a weakly-supervised model, which are then assumed as actual object locations in a next refinement iteration. Despite their success in the object detection domain, these methods are not directly applicable to action localization. This is in part due to the lack of reliable unsupervised region proposals, which in the case of object detection are readily available and provide high precision-recall.
In this paper, we present RefineLoc, a weakly-supervised temporal action localization method, which incorporates an iterative refinement strategy by leveraging pseudo ground truth. Figure 1 shows an example of the iterative refinement process RefineLoc employs via pseudo ground truth generation. Contrary to object detection methods, we build our refinement strategy to operate over snippet-level attention and classification modules, making it suitable for temporal localization. The intuition behind iterative refinement is that a weakly-supervised model captures decent temporal information about actions that can be leveraged to annotate snippets with foreground (action) and background (no action) pseudo ground truth labels. This pseudo ground truth can then be used to train the snippet-level attention module in a supervised manner. Although such pseudo labels can be noisy, it has been shown that neural networks are reasonably robust against such label perturbations [35] . In fact, we study multiple pseudo ground truth generators and show that our best result outperforms current state-of-the-art.
Contributions:
We summarize our contributions as 3-fold.
(1) We introduce RefineLoc, an iterative refinement model for weakly-supervised action localization. The model is crafted to leverage snippet-level pseudo ground truth to improve its performance over training iterations. (2) We provide an extensive analysis of pseudo ground truth generation methods, which offer an attractive signal-to-noise ratio, and allow our iterative refinement model to improve its snippet attention and classification modules. (3) RefineLoc improves the state-of-the-art of weakly-supervised temporal localization by 4.2% on ActivityNet, demonstrating the advantages of the proposed iterative refinement strategy.
Related Work
Action Recognition. The advent of action recognition datasets such as UCF-101 [44] , Sports-1M [23] , and Kinetics [24] has fueled the development of accurate action recognition models. Traditional approaches included the extraction of hand-crafted representations that aim to capture spatiotemporal features [25, 47] ; however, nowadays deep learning based approaches are becoming more attractive due to their high capacity. Take for instance the work of Simonyan and Zisserman [42] , which proposed one of the first attempts to encode spatial and temporal information with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). Their two-stream model represents appearance with RGB frames and motion with stacked optical flow vectors, which when combined outperformed traditional hand-crafted representations. However, the two-stream model encodes each frame independently neglecting mid-level temporal information. To overcome this drawback, Wang et al. introduced the Temporal Segment Network (TSN) [49] , an end-to-end framework that captures long-term temporal information. TSN along with other recent architectures (e.g. I3D [8] and C3D [46] ) have become the defacto representation backbone for video tasks such as temporal action localization [33] , action segmentation [15] , and event captioning [51] .
Temporal Action Localization. The goal of temporal action localization is to recognize actions and provide their temporal extents in untrimmed videos. Datasets such as HACS [55] , Charades [41] , ActivityNet [7] , and THU-MOS14 [22] have allowed researchers to develop and evaluate models that address the task. Most of the approaches for temporal action localization have relied on full supervision [11, 16, 19, 37, 53] , i.e. access to temporal annotations of starting and ending times delineating when an action occurs. Although they have achieved steady progress in performance, their dependence on labeled data, which is expensive to collect, has impeded their scalability to realworld scenarios. A way to ease such a limitation is to embrace weak supervision, i.e. using only video-level labels, which are much cheaper to acquire, for training.
Full-Supervision. Multiple strategies have been developed for temporal action localization with full-supervision available at training time. The first set of approaches used sliding windows combined with complex activity classifiers to detect actions in time [14, 29] . These methods paved the way for this type of research, and established baselines and a reference for the difficulty of the problem. However, they manifested limitations regarding their runtime complexity. The second generation of methods used action proposals to speed up the search process [5, 6, 17, 26, 39] . These temporal proposals are generated quickly, and their goal is to narrow down the number of candidate segments the action classifier examines. A third generation and current state-ofthe-art approaches learn action proposals and action classifiers jointly, while back-propagating through the video representation backbone [10, 50, 56] . Across these generations of approaches, not only has accuracy significantly improved but so has runtime; however, all methods still rely on strong supervision, which is prohibitively expensive to acquire.
Weak-Supervision. Very few researchers have explored weak supervision for temporal action localization. One of the major challenges is to learn to discriminate between background and action segments without having explicit temporal training samples but instead only a coarse videolevel supervision signal. For this purpose, Wang et al. [48] introduced UntrimmedNets, the first approach using only video-level annotations to perform temporal localization. Their method uses TSN [49] as a backbone and adds a softattention layer that learns to focus on snippets that boost the video classification performance the most. Similarly, the Spatio Temporal Pooling Network of Nguyen et al. [28] stacks an attention layer but it is regularized with an L1 loss; this follows the intuition that only a sparse number of clips from the video are, in fact, action segments. Another recent alternative is W-TALC [32] , where a Co-Activity loss is combined with a Multiple Instance Learning loss to boost detection performance. Finally, Shou et al. [38] recently introduced AutoLoc, an approach that directly learns to propose temporal boundaries in an unsupervised way using their proposed Outer Inner Contrastive loss with the video label prediction determined in a weakly-supervised manner similar to UntrimmedNets. All previous approaches have something in common: they disregard potential pseudo labels that can be generated from their model predictions.
Weak Supervision for Vision Tasks. The idea of using weak supervision has been widely studied in other vision tasks such as object detection [3, 30, 36, 43] , semantic segmentation [31, 52] , or other video tasks [13, 20, 21, 34] . For video tasks, a variety of weak supervision cues have been used including movie scripts [12, 27] and action ordering priors [4, 9] . Closely related to our work, state-of-the-art methods for weakly-supervised object detection use pseudo ground truth to refine their model predictions [45, 54] . In contrast to these approaches, our work proposes a refinement strategy to address the challenges associated with the temporal action localization task.
RefineLoc
In this section, we discuss the details of our RefineLoc architecture, the pseudo ground truth label generation, and the iterative refinement process. The input to our model is an untrimmed video and the expected output is a set of action segment predictions. RefineLoc is supervised on weak labels (i.e. video-level action labels) and does not have access to any temporal annotations of when action instances happen in the video. RefineLoc has two major components: a Weakly-Supervised Temporal Action Localization (WSTAL) base model (Subsection 3.1) and an Iterative Refinement process (Subsection 3.2). Based on a trained WSTAL base model, we generate pseudo foreground-background ground truth labels. We use this pseudo ground truth to supervise the training of a new WSTAL base model. We repeat the process for η iterations to progressively improve the pseudo ground truth and refine the final action prediction segments. Figure 2 illustrates an overview of our RefineLoc approach.
WSTAL: Weakly-Supervised Temporal Action Localization Base Model
The input to WSTAL is an untrimmed video, while the output is a set of temporal segment predictions on where the action happens in that video. First, WSTAL splits the input video into T clip snippets and extracts features from each snippet. The features are then fed into both a snippetlevel action classifier and a background-foreground attention module. Then, WSTAL combines the class activation and attention maps to produce a final class probability vectorŷ. During training, we supervise WSTAL on classifying the action in the video using the cross-entropy loss between the ground truth video label y and the predicted labelŷ. Finally, we post-process the learned class activation and attention maps to produce action segment predictions. In what follows, we discuss the details of each module in WSTAL.
Feature Extraction Module. We split the input untrimmed video into T non-overlapping 15-frame-long clip snippets. Following other weakly-supervised action localization methods, such as UntrimmedNets [48] and AutoLoc [38] , we use TSN [49] as the backbone of our feature extraction module. TSN is a state-of-the-art two-stream (RGB and Optical Flow) video classification network. We use TSN to transform each snippet to a 2048-dimensional feature vector by concatenating the two 1024-dimensional activation vectors from each stream's global pooling layer. The final output of this module is a T × 2048 feature map F.
Snippet-Level Classification Module. This module consumes the feature map F and produces a T × N class activation map (C), where N is the number of action classes (100 classes in ActivityNet v1.2 [7] and 20 in THUMOS14 [22] ). This module is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) consisting of L Fully-Connected (FC) layers interleaved with a ReLU activation function. We reduce the size of each hidden layer by 2, which makes the last layer of size Other weakly-supervised action localization methods, such as UntrimmedNets [48] , employ an attention module to train their models. While we share a similar motivation with such methods, our attention module is different Given an untrimmed video with only a weak label y, we first split it into T nonoverlapping 15-frame-long clip snippets, and extract spatiotemporal snippet features (top left). We feed the T × 2048 features to an iterative refinement process (right). At each iteration, the feature map passes through our WSTAL base model (bottom left). WSTAL computes a snippet-level activation map (C) and a background-foreground attention map (A). Both A and C are used to predict the video labelŷ and later to produce a set of action segment predictions P. At iteration 0, the pipeline is supervised using only y. Subsequent iterations use both y and pseudo ground truth that is generated by leveraging A and C from the previous iteration. We show in our experiments how after η iterations, we significantly improve temporal action localization performance.
from theirs in two key aspects: (1) they learn a scalar attention value per snippet, while we learn a 2-dimensional attention vector (background and foreground attentions) for each snippet; (2) their attention module is supervised only by the video label for the purpose of achieving a better video label accuracy, while our background-foreground attention is supervised by both the video label and a set of pseudo background-foreground labels for the purpose of attaining better localization segment predictions. Refer to Subsection 3.2 for the pseudo ground truth label generation process.
Video Label Prediction Module. This module combines the information from C and A to generate an Ndimensional action class probability vectorŷ for the video label. Specifically, we pass C through a softmax layer across the class dimension to getC as follows:
Here, we useĀ bf as the network's predictions for the snippet-level foreground-background pseudo ground truth supervision (Subsection 3.2). Finally, we useĀ time to weight sum the class activation map when computing the video-label prediction. In particular, we combineC and A time to produce the video label probability vectorŷ as:
whereĀ time t,2 andC t are the foreground attention value and class activation vector of the t th snippet. The way we computeŷ employs a soft attention mechanism that gives more weight to the class activation vectors of those snippets with higher foreground attention values. Action Segment Prediction Module. This module postprocessesĀ time andC to produce a set of action segment predictions P. First, we remove background by filtering out snippets for which the background attention value is greater than a threshold α A . For each action class n from the top-k classes in the predicted labelŷ, we filter out any snippet t, whose classification score for that classC t,n is lower than a threshold α C . Then, we generate contiguous segments from the remaining snippets by grouping snippets that are separated by at most one filtered-out (background) snippet. We do so to overcome noise in the filtering process and connect segments that are close to each other. We assign to each predicted segment (t 1 , t 2 ) the label n and the score s,
Finally, to encode temporal context and deal with natural ambiguity of action temporal boundaries [1, 40] , we inflate segments by 2 snippets at both ends.
Iterative Refinement Process
Let M 0 be the WSTAL base model trained using the weak video labels only. We iteratively refine this base model and its action predictions by introducing supervision on the background-foreground attention module using snippet-level pseudo ground truth labels. Let G Mη be the pseudo ground truth generation function that uses information from M η (the trained WSTAL base model after iteration η) to map each snippet to a pseudo foregroundbackground label. At iteration η+1, we train a new WSTAL base model M η+1 on the joint loss for the weak video label and the snippet-level pseudo ground truth labels from G
Mη
. Specifically, we compute the loss for M η+1 on a given video in the following way,
where L is the cross-entropy loss and β is a trade-off coefficient to balance the loss signal of the pseudo ground truth with that of the video label. Pseudo Ground Truth Generation. Intuitively, to obtain the maximum gain from the iterative refinement process, we want a pseudo ground truth generator that provides the closest approximation to the true snippet-level foregroundbackground ground truth labels, i.e. it should minimize the mislabeling rate. Here, we consider different pseudo ground truth generation strategies. We study each generator's effect on the final localization performance in Subsection 4.3.
Uniformly Random Generator. This generator assigns to each snippet a uniformly random pseudo label.
Distribution Aware Generator. Given a snippet, this generator produces, with a biased probability, a random pseudo ground truth label. The biased probability is equal to the average ratio of ground truth foreground to background snippets in a video. This generator relies on information (namely the ratio) that requires access to temporal annotations. Thus, using such a generator does not align with the weakly-supervised setting, but we include it only as a baseline reference and we do not use it in our final model.
Class Activation-Based Generator. This generator selects the pseudo ground truth label for a snippet t by thresholding its maximum class score (i.e. max(C t )).
Attention-Based Generator. This generator produce the pseudo ground truth label for a snippet t by thresholding its foreground attention value,Ā time t,2 . Segment Prediction-Based Generator. This generator assigns pseudo labels based on the set of prediction segments P produced by WSTAL. A snippet is given a pseudo foreground label if it is covered by a segment prediction or a pseudo background label otherwise. We employ this generator in our final model due to its attractive performance gain as shown in the ablation study in Subsection 4.3.
Experiments
We evaluate RefineLoc on two standard action localization benchmarks. First, we introduce the two datasets and the evaluation metric. Then, we give the implementation details for our RefineLoc model, including hyper-parameter values and training procedure details. Then, we present extensive ablation studies of our model, where we study the different pseudo ground truth generation strategies. Subsequently, we compare our RefineLoc against state-of-the-art weakly supervised action localization methods and discuss the results. Finally, we show some qualitative results.
Datasets and Evaluation Metric
We conduct our experiments on ActivityNet v1.2 [7] and THUMOS14 [22] datasets. These datasets consist of untrimmed videos with (weak) video-level action labels. Both datasets already have temporal annotations for the start and end of action instances. However, we discard these strong temporal labels during training, but use them at test time to evaluate action localization performance. ActivityNet v1.2 [7] . ActivityNet v1.2 comprises a total of 9682 untrimmed videos annotated with 100 activity classes. This dataset is officially split into training, validation, and testing subsets, where the testing subset labels are withheld for the annual challenge. Following other methods [32, 38] evaluating on ActivityNet v1.2, we use the training subset (4819 videos) to train RefineLoc and the validation subset (2383 videos) to test the performance of our model. ActivityNet is a challenging dataset due to its large-scale nature and its diverse activity classes that range from household activities to sport actions. THUMOS14 [22] . This dataset has 1010 validation and 1574 testing videos annotated with 101 action classes at the video-level. Among these videos, only 200 validation and 213 testing videos have temporal annotations for only 20 action classes. Following the standard set by the literature [16, 56] , we only consider the 20 classes and use the 200 validation videos to train RefineLoc and the 213 testing videos to evaluate its localization performance. THU-MOS14 is limited to sport actions. Moreover, the relatively small number of videos makes THUMOS14 a challenging dataset for weakly-supervised models, since there is not much data from which to learn temporal information. Evaluation Metric. Following the evaluation convention traditionally established for temporal action localization, we compare RefineLoc against other methods according to mean Average Precision (mAP) and penalize duplicate detections. We report mAP at multiple temporal Intersectionover-Union (tIoU) thresholds and take the average mAP across tIoU thresholds 0.5:0.05:0.95 as the main metric for ActivityNet v1.2, while we consider the mAP at tIoU threshold 0.5 as the evaluation metric for THUMOS14.
Implementation Details
For our feature extraction model, we use the same pretrained TSN [49] model from AutoLoc [38] . With regards to our snippet-level classification and backgroundforeground attention modules, we choose L = 3 FC layers for ActivityNet and L = 1 FC layer for THUMOS14. In the action segment prediction module, we set the thresholds (α A , α C ) to (0.5, 0.005), respectively, for ActivityNet and to (0.5, 0.2), respectively, for THUMOS14. We consider the top-2 labels when generating segment predictions in both datasets. Finally, during training, we use an initial learning rate of 10 for ActivityNet and THU-MOS14 experiments, respectively. We employ a learning rate exponential decay with a 0.9 decay factor. We train for a max of 20 epochs per refinement iteration and pick the best model from the epoch with the lowest validation loss.
Ablation Study
In this section, we present multiple ablation studies motivating the design choices for our RefineLoc approach. First, we study the performance of several pseudo ground truth generators and the influence of the loss trade-off coefficient β (Equation 6) on the performance of each generator. Then, we analyze how our model's performance changes from one refinement iteration to the next. Finally, we present a diagnosis study (using the DETAD [1] diagnostic tool) of the detection results before and after our iterative refinement process. We present all the studies in this subsection using ActivityNet v1.2 [7] dataset. Refer to the supplementary material for the THUMOS14 [22] analysis.
Effects of the Pseudo Ground Truth Generator and the Loss Trade-off Coefficient β. Table 1 summarizes the best   Table 1 : Effect of pseudo ground truth generator and loss trade-off coefficient β in ActivityNet v1.2. We summarize the performances of different pseudo label generators and the effect of the coefficient β. Reported metric is average mAP at tIoU thresholds 0.5:0.05:0.95. The segment prediction-based generator with β = 2 shows the highest performance (underlined number). Bold numbers represent the best performing generator for a given β. This shows the effectiveness of the iterative refinement process we propose. We can also conclude that the Segment Prediction-Based Generator gives the best performance gain compared to the other generators, mainly because this generator has access to information from both the class activation and attention maps. Moreover, β = 2 strikes the best balance between the video label loss and the background-foreground pseudo ground truth loss. We observe similar behavior on THUMOS14 as well, i.e. the best generator is the segment prediction-based one, while the best β is 4. For the rest of the experiments, we use the segment prediction-based pseudo ground truth generator and set β = 2 for ActivityNet and β = 4 for THUMOS14.
Pseudo Ground
Performance over Refinement Iterations. Table 2 shows the evolution of RefineLoc's performance across five refinement iterations. We obtain the highest performance after η = 5 iterations by achieving an average mAP of 22.22%. This is a significant 10.28% increase over our baseline model M 0 (refinement iteration 0 in the table). We can also see that one iteration of refinement boosts the results by 6.51%. This clearly shows the effectiveness of leveraging the pseudo ground truth labels during training. We observe similar behavior in THUMOS14, where the best performance is achieved after η = 3 refinement iterations.
Diagnosing Detection Results.
To further analyze the merits of the proposed refinement strategy, we conduct a DE-TAD [1] false positive analysis of RefineLoc at refinement iterations 0 and 5. We present the results in Figure 3 . The false positive profile analysis provides a fine-grained categorization of false positive errors and summarizes the distribution of these errors over the top 10G model predictions, where G is the number of ground truth segments in the dataset. After refinement (right plot), we observe that RefineLoc generates more high-scoring true positive predictions (towards 1G). Also, it reduces background and localization errors. The DETAD results indicate that iterative refinement encourages tighter temporal predictions, which we argue does occur primarily because of the snippet-level supervision injected in the form of pseudo ground truth.
State-of-the-Art Comparison
We compare our model to the state-of-the-art in temporal action localization, including weakly-supervised and fullysupervised methods. We show the comparison on both ActivityNet v1.2 and THUMOS14 datasets. Table 3 summarizes results in ActivityNet v1.2, where we report mAP across different tIoU thresholds. After five refinement iterations, i.e. RefineLoc (η = 5), the performance of our baseline model, i.e. RefineLoc (η = 0), is significantly boosted by 10.3% in average mAP. For each tIoU, we observe that RefineLoc (η = 5) improves upon previous methods by significant margins. For instance, we outperform W-TALC [32] , the current state-of-the-art, by an impressive 4.2% in Avg. mAP. Lastly, the performance of our weakly-supervised model, which does not use any temporal action annotations in training, is only 3.7% behind the fully-supervised state-of-the-art [56] on this challenging benchmark. We attribute the effectiveness of our approach to its ability to supervise a foreground-background atten- tion model via pseudo ground-truth, which results in overall tighter localization with less background errors. For THUMOS14, we report results in Table 4 . RefineLoc exhibits competitive performance to the state-of-the-art (W-TALC [32] ) even though such method uses a Kinetics (trimmed videos) pre-trained I3D network [8] as feature extraction backbone. When RefineLoc is compared to the version of W-TALC that uses the same feature extraction backbone (TSN features), denoted as W-TALC †, it achieves 3.3% better mAP performance. We observe again that refinement enhances our baseline model, RefineLoc (η = 0), in this dataset by 1.6% mAP; however, the performance gain is relatively smaller as compared to the one achieved in ActivityNet v1.2. We explain this difference from the perspective of dataset characteristics. In fact, the Activi- tyNet dataset has a much larger number of videos and foreground snippets than THUMOS14, which allows RefineLoc to learn a better foreground-background attention model. We demonstrate that our Iterative Refinement process is effective. It beats the state-of-the-art in ActivityNet v1.2 by 4.2% Avg. mAP. Furthermore, we show that our model steadily increases its performance across refinement iterations, which reinforces the iterative refinement and pseudo ground truth generation strategies we propose. Figure 4 showcases RefineLoc qualitative results from the ActivityNet v1.2 dataset. We present results for three different videos over different refinement iterations. The top video shows our method not only enhances its coverage over iterations, but is also able to detect a new instance at iteration 1 that was missed in the previous iteration. In the middle video, we see how RefineLoc manages to successfully merge different predictions over iterations; we also see erroneous predictions being cut off from iteration to iteration. The final example shows a failure case. Despite starting with decent predictions at iteration 0, our predictions diverge drastically in subsequent steps. We believe this confusion comes from the heavy context around the actions.
Qualitative Results

Conclusions
In this work, we presented RefineLoc, a novel weaklysupervised temporal action localization method. RefineLoc uses an iterative refinement strategy, where we generate snippet-level pseudo labels at every iteration. We also presented an extensive study of different pseudo ground truth strategies. We showed RefineLoc outperforms state-of-theart results on ActivityNet by 4.2% in average mAP. Labelling videos for action localization is a massive time and cost bottleneck. RefineLoc is taking a step closer towards alleviating the need for these prohibitively expensive tasks.
